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Executive Summary
This deliverable, which is the major output of task T2.2 in the work package WP2 of edgeFLEX, de
scribes the frequency control concepts and algorithms developed for Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) in
large scale deployment. These include coordinated control strategies for both Primary Frequency
Control (PFC) and Secondary Frequency Control (SFC), a measurementbased technique to esti
mate the amount of frequency regulation provided by gridconnected devices, as well as an online
inertia estimation method that can be utilized to improve the VPP Fast Frequency Response (FFR).
The algorithms are tested through computerbased simulations according to the relevant scenarios
defined in deliverable D2.1.
The control strategy adopted for the provision of PFC is an important relevant aspect of VPP reg
ulation. The deliverable presents a centralized, coordinated frequency control strategy for the
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) that compose a VPP, and studies the effect of such strategy
on the overall shortterm dynamic behavior considering both deterministic and stochastic simula
tions. The impact of communication networkinduced delays on the VPP dynamic response is also
discussed and evaluated.
Another relevant aspect for Transmission System Operators (TSOs) is the impact of a linear ag
gregate operation of the DERs that compose a VPP on the dynamic response of the transmission
system. With this regard, the deliverable considers an Automatic Generation Control (AGC) ap
proach to operate and coordinate the DERs that compose the VPP. For the sake of comparison,
the performance of the AGCbased VPP is compared to a method that optimally schedules the
DERs that compose the VPP based on the solution of a MixedInteger Linear Programming (MILP)
problem. The MILP is embedded into a time domain simulator by means of a cosimulation frame
work The AGCbased approach is shown to lead to a better dynamic performance of the system as
compared to that of the MILPbased VPPs scheduling.
The deliverable also presents a technique to estimate the rate of change of regulated power of
any given gridconnected device. The novelty of this technique is that it defines a local index that
is able to discriminate between devices that modify the frequency at the connection bus and de
vices that do not. A significant contribution of this deliverable is, hence, that it discusses how to
determine whether a device connected to the grid is providing inertial response and/or frequency
control. A taxonomy of devices based on their ability to modify locally the frequency is proposed.
The properties of the proposed index are illustrated through examples based on the Synchronous
Machine (SM) and its controllers, as well as on nonsynchronous devices, namely, passive loads,
Energy Storage Systems (ESSs), and ThermostaticallyControlled Loads (TCLs). Finally, a statis
tical approach is presented to evaluate the inertial response and fast frequency regulation provided
by nonsynchronous devices, such as Wind Power Plants (WPPs).
A byproduct of the aforementioned index is a method to estimate online the inertia of synchronous
machines as well as track the equivalent inertia of nonsynchronous monitored devices during tran
sient conditions. Relevant numerical aspects of the method are also duly discussed. For power
electronicbased devices, the droop gain of the FFR is also determined as a byproduct of the iner
tia estimation. The proposed method is shown to be robust against noise and to track accurately
the inertia of SMs, Virtual Synchronous Machines (VSMs) with constant and adaptive inertia, and
WPPs with inclusion of energy storagebased frequency control.
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This deliverable is the major output of task T2.2 in the work package WP2. The main goal of
T2.2 is to review the current trends in frequency control of DERs, such as WPPs and Solar Pho
tovoltaics (SPVs) and the coordination with ESSs. The vast majority of the work carried out in this
topic are based on optimisation techniques and centralised control approaches. The most promis
ing approaches to be implemented in realtime are identified and tested considering the scenarios
identified in Task 2.1.

1.2

Objectives and Outline of the Deliverable

This deliverable aims at describing the frequency control algorithms developed for current VPPs in
large scale deployment. A novel control strategy to provide PFC of VPPs in a coordinated way is
presented first. Then, a promising AGC approach is described that helps restore the grid frequency
to the nominal value and keeps the VPP power injection at the scheduled value. A practical criterion
to distinguish between devices that modify the frequency from those who do not based on their
Rate of Change of Power (RoCoP) is also provided. The criterion can be utilized to reward ancillary
services of gridconnected devices that provide PFC. Finally, based on such criterion, a novel
online technique to estimate the equivalent inertia and quantify the inertial response provided by
nonsynchronous devices is presented.

1.3

How to Read this Document

The frequency control concepts presented in this deliverable are tested based on the relevant sce
narios and using the data and component models provided in deliverable D2.1. We thus encourage
the reader to go through this document while referring in parallel to the material presented in D2.1
whenever relevant. Moreover, the techniques presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this deliverable
have been dropped as containerised software modules to WP4 for integration in the edgeFLEX plat
form in the context of tasks T4.1T4.3. Dependencies and links of task T2.2 with other tasks within
WP2, as well as of WP2 with other work packages from the edgeFLEX project are summarized in
Figure 1.

1.4

Structure of the Deliverable

The remainder of this deliverable is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes a centralized, coordi
nated primary frequency regulation strategy for the DERs that compose a VPP. Chapter 3 proposes
an AGC approach to coordinate the DERs included in the VPP for the provision of secondary fre
quency regulation. Chapter 4 provides a practical criterion to determine whether a gridconnected
device provides frequency control and/or inertial response. Chapter 5 proposes an online method
to estimate the inertia of SMs as well as to track the equivalent inertia of converterinterfaced gen
erators. Finally, the deliverable is summarized and conclusions are duly drawn in Chapter 6.
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Figure 1 – Relations between WP2 and other work packages
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2.

Coordinated Primary Frequency Control of VPPs

2.1

Introduction

The primary purpose of a VPP is to optimize the performance of its constituent parts by coordinating
the production and consumption [1]. For operation purposes, the active power output of a VPP
is scheduled similarly to conventional generators, e.g. through the solution of a dailyahead unit
commitment problem [2]. In transient conditions, e.g. following a contingency, VPPs have to provide
frequency support [3]. The active power scheduling and the frequency control of VPPs are generally
decoupled due to their different time scales. Instead, in this chapter these functions are combined
by switching to coordinated control of the DERs and ESSs that form the VPP during the contingency
[4].
The proposed coordinated VPP frequency control method has been dropped to WP4 as container
ized software code and integrated into the edgeFLEX platform, in the context of the relation of WP2
with tasks T4.1T4.3 of WP4.

2.2

Formulation

The coordinated VPP frequency control method for shortterm frequency regulation presented in
this section is based on the frequency control technologies discussed in [5]. The diagram of the
proposed control strategy is shown in Figure 2. The control structure is similar to a conventional
SFC. However, it is aimed at improving the fast frequency response of the VPP and, thus, it operates
in the same time scale as the PFC.
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Figure 2 – Control diagram of the proposed coordinated control of VPPs

It is assumed that, in normal operating conditions and in a given period, the VPP power setpoint
is defined by the TSO based on the solution of an electricity market problem such as the unit com
mitment. Hence, before the occurrence of any contingency, the active power injection (pinj ) is the
setpoint of the VPP as scheduled by the TSO.
The proposed approach consists in measuring the total active power injected (pinj ) into the trans
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mission grid by the VPP as well as the frequency variation (∆ωPOC ) and then transmitting to the
DERs and ESSs that compose the VPP the following signal [4]:
(2.1)

yp = H(s) ∆ωPOC pinj ,

where H(s) is the transfer function of the coordinated control. H(s) includes a proper gain that
adjusts the magnitude of yp and makes it consistent and compatible with the primary frequency
controllers of the VPP resources. Apart from a proportional controller, other controllers such as
ProportionalIntegral (PI) and LowPass Filter (LPF) can also be utilized to implement H(s). The
case study discussed in Section A.1 of the ANNEX compares and discusses the performance of
different controllers.
The rationale of the proposed coordinated control scheme is as follows. In steadystate conditions,
the frequency deviation at the Point of Connection (POC) ∆ωPOC is zero and hence the primary
controllers of the resources that form the VPP are decoupled. For practical implementation issues,
a small deadband is then included in ∆ωPOC , to avoid unnecessary communications of the control
signal yp when the frequency deviations are negligible. The deadband is utilized only to make the
coordinated control insensitive to noise.
After the occurrence of a major contingency in the transmission grid, e.g. a fault or the outage of a
large load/generator, the frequency of the system varies. This events leads to ∆ωPOC ̸= 0 and thus
triggers the coordinated feedback control.
The effect of yp is, in turn, to “amplify” the sensitivity of the primary control with respect to the local
frequency deviation by a coefficient that is proportional to the power generated by the VPP. In fact,
assuming that ∆ωPOC measured at the POC is the same as the local frequency deviation measured
by the DERs, one has that the overall signal entering into the primary frequency controllers is:
ϵi = (ωref − ωi ) + ui ≈ [1 + Ki H(s) pinj ] ∆ωPOC ,

(2.2)

where ωref − ωi is the local frequency error as measured by the ESS or DER controller; and ui =
K i yp .
Figure 2 shows that timers are included in the signals sent to the DERs. These timers are triggered
by a threshold value of ui and allow improving the coordination of the DERs and ESSs. This point
is duly discussed and illustrated in the case study presented in Section A.1 of the ANNEX.

2.3

VPP Control Modes

Six different coordinated control modes are considered for the ESS and DERs in the VPP, as follows.
Mode 1

DERs and ESSs regulate the frequency but are fully independent (yp = 0).

Mode 2

Only the ESS regulates the frequency. DERs do not include a frequency controller.
Thus, no coordination is applied in this control mode.

Mode 3

DERs do not include frequency control. The ESS is regulated in order to keep con
stant the power injection pinj of the VPP at the POC. This is a typical VPP operation
mode, where the TSO schedules the VPP output every 15 minutes. Thus, there is no
coordination in this control mode.

Mode 4

Weatherdriven DERs such as Wind Turbines (WTs) and SPVs are considered non
dispatchable resources due to the stochastic nature of the wind and clouds [1]. The
ESS is the only device that regulates the frequency. Therefore, in this mode, only the
ESS is fed with the signal yp .

Mode 5

In [6], it is proposed that wind farms and VPPs can be used for emergency frequency
control in smart super grids. Hence, in this mode, both ESS and DERs are coordi
nated with the signal yp .
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Mode 6

Similarly to Mode 5, both the ESS and DERs are coordinated in this mode. How
ever, the feedback signal yp is utilized differently for ESS and DERs. The ESS is
always fed with yp and, thus, its primary frequency regulation acts immediately after
the contingency. On the other hand, DERs are included in the coordinated control and
receive the signal yp after a given time following the occurrence of the contingency,
e.g. 15 s. The timer that activates the feedback signal for the DERs is triggered by
the magnitude of the variation of the frequency ∆ωPOC .

2.4

Simulation Results

The presented coordinated VPP frequency control method is tested by considering Use Case FC_B.1
described in D2.1 and the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) defined therein. In particular, the load
connected to bus 6 in the original Western Systems Coordinating Council (WSCC) system is re
placed by a VPP. The VPP is integrated in an 8bus, 38 kV distribution network [7]. The modified
WSCC system with inclusion of the VPP is depicted in Figure 3.
2
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Figure 3 – Modified WSCC system with a VPP connected to bus 6

The structure of the VPP can be described as follows.
•

The VPP is connected to the transmission system through an automatic UnderLoad Tap
Changer (ULTC) type step down transformer.

•

A SPV plant, 2 WPPs, and an ESS are connected to buses D8, D5, D2, and D2, respec
tively, of the distribution network. The dynamic model used to represent the frequency con
trol structure of each nonsynchronous device is described in the ANNEX of D2.1. More
over, the ANNEX of D2.1 also describes the stochastic models used to represent the solar
irradiance, the wind speed and the voltage dependence of loads.

•

For the purpose of the frequency control, each DER utilizes the frequency signal obtained
using a Synchronous Reference Frame PhaseLocked Loop (SRFPLL) installed at bus D1.
The dynamic model used to represent the SRFPLL is presented in the ANNEX of D2.1.
The frequency signal obtained with the SRFPLL is transmitted to the DERs that compose
the VPP. The model employed to represent communication network induced phenomena
is described in the ANNEX of D2.1.
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•

The initial active power generation of the wind power plants and the SPV plant are 15 MW
each, while the power rate of the ESS is 10 MW. The initial total active and reactive power
consumption of loads in the VPP is 57.8 MW and 11.7 MVar, respectively.

•

The focus is on the shortterm transient behavior of the power system (few tens of seconds),
and thus the impact of the state of charge of the ESS is neglected.

The power injected by the VPP into the grid, namely pinj , is the power flow from bus D1 to bus 6.
Simulation results are presented in in Section A.1 of the ANNEX. Simulations are carried out using
the cosimulation software tool described in [8] that combines the Pythonbased power system
simulator Dome [9] and the communication network simulator ns3 [10].
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3.

Automatic Generation Control of VPPs

3.1

Introduction

The largescale integration of DERs into power systems allows more electricity generation from
Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) as well as reduces the impact on the environment [11]. How
ever, the penetration of DERs creates additional challenges for TSOs mainly due to their uncertain
and variable nature as well as the lack of visibility (i.e., mostly connected on the distribution level)
[12]. For this reason, it is important to manage DERs in order to better contribute to electricity
markets [13], and system operation [11].
A way to address this problem is to make use of the VPP concept. For example, in the Irish power
system, there are many DERs units that operate as a VPP in the electricity market [14]. EirGrid, the
Irish TSO, requires that the power output of a VPP increases linearly during the rampup time [15].
The TSO does not reward the excess power if the VPP generates more than the agreed linear ramp.
On the other hand, the VPP incurs a fine if it is unable to provide the scheduled power [16]. Providing
the scheduled power is a challenge for VPPs as different generators have different characteristics
(e.g., different capacity, response and ramping time), and thus the aggregate ramping rate may be
nonlinear.

Power Generation

(di + ri + τi , ci )

ci
τi
(0, 0)

(di , 0)

(di + ri , 0)

Time
Figure 4 – Power production of a single small generator

(T1 , C)

Power Generation

Large power plant
Small generators

(T0 , 0)

Time
Figure 5 – Power production of a large power plant and of a collection of small generators
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To illustrate the problem faced by the VPPs, Figures 4 and 5 show the power production of a single
small generator, and the power production of both a single large power plant and that of many small
generators, respectively [16]. The points in Figure 4 have the following meanings:
•

(0, 0), is the time when the TSO tells the VPP to go to the maximum production.

•

(di , 0), is an inherent time delay representing how long the VPP takes to send a signal to
the ith generator to start the production.

•

(di + ri , 0), is the time at which the ith generator transitions from the minimum to the
ramping production, and ri is the response time of the ith generator of the VPP, i.e. how
long this generator takes to respond to the instruction from the VPP.

•

(di + ri + τi , ci ), is the time at which the ith generator of the VPP transitions from the
ramping to the maximum production, where τi is the ramping time and ci corresponds to
the maximum capacity of the ith generator.

In Figure 5, the solid and dashed lines represent the power generated by a single large power plant
(linear), and the total power output of small generators of the VPP (piecewise linear), respectively.
A thorough discussion on how to achieve an aggregate ramping rate of the VPP which is as close
to linear as possible is given in [16]. The points in Figure 5 have the following meanings:
•

(T0 , 0), is the time when the ramping of the VPP begins.

•

(T1 , C), is the time when the ramping of the VPP stops, where C corresponds to the total
capacity of the generators that compose the VPP.

Motivated by the discussion above, we address the following research questions: (i) what is the
impact of linear aggregate response of a VPP on high voltage transmission grid? (ii) is there any
difference between imposing or not imposing such a linear ramping response? and what is the best
operation and control of a VPP from the TSO point of view?
To answers these questions, an approach based on AGC is proposed in this chapter and used to
coordinate the DERs that form the VPP [17]. The AGC approach is compared with an optimization
problem based on MILP that optimally schedules the small generators of the VPP in order to achieve
a linear ramping.
The proposed AGC approach has been dropped to WP4 as containerized software code and has
been integrated into the edgeFLEX platform, in the context of the relation of WP2 with tasks T4.1
T4.3 of WP4.

3.2

Formulation

TSOs rely on SFC to restore the frequency to the nominal value as well as keep the interchange
between different areas at the scheduled values [18]. SFC is commonly provided through an AGC
scheme that operates in the time scale of tens of seconds up to tens of minutes and eliminates the
steadystate frequency error that remains after the PFC [19]. In a standard AGC scheme for SMs,
the error between the reference frequency and the measured frequency at a pilot bus is calculated
and fed to a controller that eliminates the steady state error [18]. The generated control signal is
then distributed by the AGC to the Turbine Governors (TGs) of SMs proportionally to the values of
their droops.
In this section, we consider an AGC scheme that coordinates the DERs that compose a VPP. The
control scheme of the AGC is shown in Figure 6. The signal pref
VPP represents the reference power
signal sent by the TSO to the VPP, whereas pVPP represents the sum of the measured active power
of the DERs included in the VPP. The AGC includes an integrator with gain K0 that nullifies the
active power steadystate error. The output of the integrator is then distributed to the VPP DER
frequency controllers proportionally to their droops Ri .
For the sake of comparison, the frequency variations obtained using the proposed AGCbased VPP
are compared to VPP scheduling based on the solution of an optimization problem. To this aim,
Page 13 (62)
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Figure 6 – Basic AGC control scheme for active power regulation of VPPs
we employ the MILP model proposed in [16] to optimally schedule the resources that compose the
VPP and obtain a ramping rate that is as close to linear as possible. The improvements of the
efficiency and robustness of MILP solvers in recent years have been significant [20] and thus MILP
is currently commonly utilized by TSOs to solve power system operation (e.g., unit commitment) and
planning problems. For these reasons, the dynamic performance obtained using the MILPbased
scheduling is utilized as a reference in this study. Simulation results are presented in Section A.2
of the ANNEX.

3.3

CoSimulation Framework

Cosimulation allows studying the dynamic behavior of modern power systems by coupling different
subdomain models, e.g. power systems and electricity markets [21]. Figure 7 shows the structure
of the cosimulation framework presented in [22]. Such a framework merges together the model
of the subhourly stochastic SecurityConstrained Unit Commitment (sSCUC), the model of MILP
and AGCbased VPPs, as well as the dynamic model of power systems described in the previous
section. A rolling horizon approach is used to feed back the current values of the demand, e.g. dj,t ,
to the subhourly sSCUC problem. The reader interested in the complete formulation of the sub
hourly sSCUC is referred to [23]. The solutions of the sSCUC (pi,t , ∀i) and the regulating signals
(Ri ∆p/Rtot ) generated by the AGC, are utilized to change the power set point of the TGs of the
power plants.
Load, Wind Forecast,
sSCUC & VPP Data

Static &
Dynamic Data
SDAEs
TG

sSUC
VPP
(Gurobi)

Grid

pi,t
TG

dj,t
Dome Framework

Figure 7 – Cosimulation framework that includes the subhourly sSCUC and the models of
the grid and the DERs that compose the VPP

3.4

Simulation Results

The proposed AGCbased VPP is tested by considering Use Case FC_B.2 defined in deliverable
D2.1. In particular, the New England system is modified to include an AGC implemented as a
perfect tracking integral controller. Moreover, the modified system considered includes dynamic
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models of wind power plants and VPPs. In particular, 25% wind penetration level is considered,
where the wind generation is given by wind power plants connected to buses 2023. Wind power
plants are represented by aggregated models, which implement a 5th order DoublyFed Induction
Generator (DFIG) model with voltage, pitch angle and Maximum Power point Tracking (MPPT)
controllers [24]. The modeling of the stochastic nature of wind is as described in the ANNEX of
deliverable D2.1. To simulate the VPP, 10 small generators are connected to buses 1019. In the
following, we assume that the VPP is only composed of nonrenewable generation, i.e. small gas
power plants. This is the case e.g. of the Irish system. Furthermore, in order to create a realistic
case study, the realworld data of the VPP made available by EirGrid for the Irish power system [14]
are utilized. The VPP penetration level considered is 20%, which is relevant for future grids with
high penetration of DERs.
Simulation results are presented in Section A.2 of the ANNEX.
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A current challenge for the secure operation of the grid is the ability of TSOs to determine through
simple measurements whether a device connected to the grid provides frequency control at a given
time [19, 25, 26]. The need for metrics to define the frequency response and control in a transmis
sion system has been recognized since a decade ago. The report [27], for example, defines three
obvious metrics, namely frequency nadir, nadirbased frequency response, and primary frequency
response. These are, however, “global” metrics and are adequate only for offline adequacy and
reliability studies. Existing techniques to evaluate the primary frequency and inertial responses are
qualitative and based on statistical analysis of time series [28, 29] or on Kalman filtering [30].
To date, there is no direct way to verify whether a given device is actually providing frequency control
at a given time or not. This prevents system operators from relying on and properly rewarding the
devices that provide such frequency support. Smart metering is already a reality but it is mostly
utilized on the device side to implement the frequency control itself, e.g. [31], rather than on the
system operator side. Some TSOs have resolved the problem by measuring the active power
output to estimate their mileage. Other TSOs “trust” the operators of power plants, which might
expose the system to security issues if the control is not provided or available when needed. A
third approach consists in allocating conventional frequency reserve, which guarantees a secure
operation but leads to higher energy costs.
This chapter addresses this problem by proposing an index to differentiate between devices that
have and do not have an impact on the frequency at their point of connection based on their RoCoP
[32, 33]. The proposed technique has been dropped to WP4 as containerized software code and
has been integrated into the edgeFLEX platform, in the context of the relation of WP2 with tasks
T4.1T4.3 of WP4.

4.2

Frequency Divider Formula

The relation between current injections, bus voltages and SM Electromotive Forces (EMFs) behind
the internal reactances in a power system can be formulated as follows:



 
īG (t)
ȲGG ȲGB ēG (t)
,
(4.1)
=
ȲBG ȲBB v̄ B (t)
īB (t)
where the subscripts G and B stand for synchronous generation buses, and for load and transition
buses, respectively; v̄ B (t) and īB (t) are bus voltages and current injections, respectively, at network
buses; īG (t) are generator current injections; ēG (t) are generator EMFs behind the internal gener
ator impedance; ȲGG ∈ Cm×m ; ȲBB ∈ Cn×n ; ȲGB ∈ Cm×n ; and ȲBG ∈ Cn×m . The submatrix
ȲBB is defined as ȲBB = Ȳbus + ȲG , where Ȳbus is the wellknown network admittance matrix, and
ȲG is a diagonal matrix whose hth diagonal element is zero if no machine is connected to bus h;
and the inverse of jxG,h if a machine is connected to bus h. xG,h is the machine internal transient
reactance and includes the reactance of the stepup transformer of the machine if this is not part of
the network topology.
Having as starting point the expression (4.1), the Frequency Divider Formula (FDF) as derived in
[34] proposes that SM rotor speeds and frequency variations of network buses in a power system
are linked as follows:
BBG ∆ω G (t) = −BBB ∆ω B (t) ,
(4.2)
where ∆ω G (t) ∈ Rm is the vector of machine rotor speed variations; ∆ω B (t) ∈ Rn are the frequency
variations at the system buses; and BBG = ℑ{ȲBG } and BBB = ℑ{ȲBB }. BBB can be obtained from
Bbus = ℑ{Ȳbus } as BBB = Bbus + BG , where BG = ℑ{ȲG }. In (4.2), frequency variations are in
per unit with respect to the system reference frequency.
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Regulating Power and RoCoP

The complex power injection at the network buses of a system, say s̄B , can be expressed in terms
of the wellknown power flow equations, as follows:

∗
(4.3)
s̄B (t) = pB (t) + jq B (t) = v̄ B (t) ◦ Ȳbus v̄ B (t) ,
where ◦ is the Hadamard product, i.e., the elementbyelement product of two vectors. For the
sake of derivation, it is convenient to rewrite (4.3) in an elementwise notation and extract the active
power:
X
X
hk
pB,h (t) = vB,h (t)
vB,k (t) Ghk
vB,k (t) Bbus
sin θB,hk (t) ,
bus cos θB,hk (t) + vB,h (t)
(4.4)
k∈B

k∈B

hk
where B is the set of network buses; Ghk
bus and Bbus are the real and imaginary parts of the element
hk
hk
(h, k) of the network admittance matrix, i.e. Ȳbus = Ghk
bus + jBbus ; vB,h and vB,k denote the voltage
magnitudes at buses h and k, respectively; and θB,hk (t) = θB,h (t)−θB,k (t), where θB,h (t) and θB,k (t)
are the voltage phase angles at buses h and k, respectively. Let us differentiate (4.4) and write the
active power injections as the sum of two components:

dpB,h =

X ∂pB,h
k∈B

∂θB,k

dθB,k +

X ∂pB,h
k∈B

∂vB,k

dvB,k = dp′B,h + dp′′B,h ,

(4.5)

In (4.5), dpB,h is the total variation of power at bus h, while dp′B,h is what, in the deliverable, we call
“regulating power”. In general, dpB,h ̸= dp′B,h , so p′B,h (t) cannot be measured directly, except for
some special cases that are discussed in Section 4.4. This is why an approach to determine p′B,h (t)
indirectly based on frequency measurements is proposed in this deliverable. The second term in
(4.5), namely p′′B,h (t), by definition, does not depend on phase angle variations and thus plays no
role in altering the frequency of the buses and thus is not further considered in the remainder of this
deliverable. As a matter of fact, it appears that p′′B,h (t) is the quota of the active power that behaves
as a passive admittance [32].
While one can use the expression of dp′B,h as is, i.e., as a nonlinear function of voltage magnitudes
and phase angles, we have observed that the dependency on such quantities can be simplified
without compromising its accuracy, as follows.
•

The first term in (4.5), namely dp′B,h , is the one that varies the most when the active power
at bus h is regulated, whereas the contribution to the active power regulation of the second
term, namely dp′′B,h , is negligible, if any at all.

•

The differentiation of dp′B,h with respect to time can be conveniently approximated with:
ṗ′B,h (t) ≈ Ωb

X

hk
Bbus
[ωB,h (t) − ωB,k (t)] ,

(4.6)

k∈B

where ωB,k (t) = Ω−1
b θ̇B,k (t) is the frequency in pu(rad/s) at bus k; Ωb is the reference
synchronous speed in rad/s; and where it is assumed:
∂p′B,h
hk
≈ Bbus
.
∂θB,k

(4.7)

The two assumptions above have been thoroughly tested considering:
•

Several networks of different size (from three to thousands of buses) and topology (both
transmission and distribution systems);

•

A large variety of devices ranging from conventional SMs and loads to nonsynchronous
generators based on wind and solar as well as converterbased ESSs with and without
frequency control.
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A variety of faults and large disturbances, including threephase faults, and device outages.

In all cases, the approximation assumed in (4.7) has proven to be extremely good, which leads
to conclude that the effect of voltage magnitudes is effectively negligible, if any at all. Therefore,
the accuracy and effectiveness of the approach proposed in the deliverable have been confidently
proven.
Using a vectorbased notation, the injection of regulating power p′B (t) into the network buses can
be approximated as [32]:
p′B (t) = −Bbus θ B (t) ,
(4.8)
which appears to have the same formal expression as the wellknown DC power flow problem
[35, 36]. It is important to note, however, that in the DC power flow the term on the lefthand side
of the equation is the total power. Instead in (4.8), the term on the lefthand side is only a quota of
the active power. Differentiating (4.8) with respect to time gives the most important equation of this
chapter, which in turn is the vectorbased notation of (4.6):
ṗ′B (t) = −Ωb Bbus ∆ω B (t) = −B̂bus ∆ω B (t) .

(4.9)

The vector ṗ′B (t) represents the RoCoP injections into the system nodes. This quantity is not trivially
the numerical derivative of the active power injection/consumption at network buses as pB (t) =
p′B (t) + p′′B (t) and, in general, p′′B (t) ̸= 0 ∀t. Expression (4.9) indicates that a timevarying active
power injection into the network bus modifies the frequency at that bus. Noteworthy, such active
power variation can be originated by devices other than just SMs. This concept is further elaborated
in the remainder of this chapter.
Expression (4.9) can be perceived as a generalization of (4.2). the FDF (4.2) can be derived from
(4.9), IF we put together (4.2) and (4.9), which gives [32]:
ṗ′B (t) = −B̂BG [∆ω G (t) − ∆ω BG (t)] ,

(4.10)

where B̂BG = Ωb BBG . Equivalently:
BBG [∆ω G (t) − ∆ω BG (t)] = −Bbus ∆ω B (t) ,

(4.11)

where ∆ω BG (t) ⊂ ∆ω B (t) is the subset of frequency deviations at the terminal buses of the SMs.
The two formulations of the FDF (4.2) and (4.9) are complementary and will be used in this chapter
to show the properties of devices that modify, locally, the frequency by providing either inertial or
fast frequency response, and later in Chapter 5 to derive an expression to estimate inertia.

4.4

Taxonomy of Devices Based on their RoCoP

The observation that motivates the technique presented in this chapter originates from the structure
of the revisited FDF given in (4.11). First, let us consider the simple example of Figure 8, where a
SM is connected in antenna to the grid through a transmission line.1 In this example the stepup
transformer is included in the machine model, hence xG = x′d + xT .
In Figure 8, bus 1 is the terminal bus of the generator that is accessible and “measurable” by the
TSO, whereas bus 2 is the highvoltage neighboring bus at the receiving end of the transmission
line that connects the generator to the rest of the grid. Note that the stepup transformer could be
also used as the “antenna” connection, provided that both windings are measurable by the TSO.
The developments discussed in this section are valid independently on how the stepup transformer
is modeled, either internally to the machine or externally as part of the grid.
Applying (4.11) to bus 1 of the scheme of Figure 8 leads to:
bG [∆ω G (t) − ∆ω B,1 (t)] = (b12 + b10 )∆ω B,1 (t) − b12 ∆ω B,2 (t) ,
1 The

(4.12)

antenna configuration is used for simplicity but any topology can be used. The general case is considered in (4.15).
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ī1,dq (t)

∆ωG (t)
jx′d
+
−

r12 + jx12

2
Grid

+

ra

ē′dq (t)exp jδG (t)

1

rT + jxT
v̄1,dq (t)



∆ωB ,1 (t)

∆ωB ,2 (t)

−

Figure 8 – Synchronous machine connected in antenna to the grid
where bG = 1/xG is the internal susceptance of the SM and stepup transformer; b10 is the shunt
susceptance at bus 1 and b12 = 1/x12 is the susceptance of the branch that connects buses 1 and
2. In (4.12), the signs are a consequence of (4.11) and of assuming bG and b12 to be positive if
inductive.
Equation (4.12) is written with the knowledge that the device connected to bus 1 is a SM, which
imposes the frequency at the EMF behind the susceptance bG . Moreover, for simplicity, we only
consider the topology illustrated in Figure 8. The properties of devices that do and do not modify
locally the frequency discussed below, in fact, do not depend on the number of connections of such
devices to the grid. The case of multiple connections can be readily taken into account and, as a
matter of fact, a general topology is considered for the RoCoP definition given in (4.15).
Let us now assume that we do not know anything of the device connected to bus 1 (black box) but
some measurements at its terminal bus. This case is shown in Figure 9.

1

z̄12

2

Black
Box

Grid
∆ωB,1 (t) ∆ωB,2 (t)

Figure 9 – Blackbox device connected in antenna to the grid
Regardless of the actual behavior of the black box, we can rewrite (4.12) by assuming that the black
box has an internal frequency, ∆ω bb (t), and an equivalent, possibly timevariant susceptance, bbb (t),
both unknown:
bbb (t)[∆ω bb (t) − ∆ω B,1 (t)] = b12 [∆ω B,1 (t) − ∆ω B,2 (t)] ,
(4.13)
where, consistently with the assumptions that lead to the FDF and without loss of generality, b12 ≫
b10 is assumed. The term bbb (t)[∆ω bb (t) − ∆ω B,1 (t)] in (4.13) is not known. According to (4.10),
(4.13) can be also written as:
ṗ′B,1 (t) = b̂12 [∆ω B,1 (t) − ∆ω B,2 (t)] ,

(4.14)

where b̂12 = Ωb b12 and ṗ′B,1 (t) is the RoCoP at the bus of connection of the blackbox device with the
grid. Expression (4.14) can be conveniently generalized by assuming that there is more than one
branch connected to the monitored bus. Hence, assuming to monitor the hth bus, the proposed
general formula to discriminate between devices that modify the frequency at their POC and devices
that do not is:
h
i
X
ṗ′B,h (t) =
b̂hk ∆ω B,h (t) − ∆ω B,k (t) ,
(4.15)
k∈B

where B is the set of buses connected to bus h and bhk is the susceptance of the branch connecting
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bus h to bus k. Equation (4.15) only requires the knowledge of the system admittance matrix and the
measurement/estimation of the frequencies at the neighboring buses of the device to be monitored.
This information is easily available to theP
TSOs. No confidential information about the device itself
has to be provided. In (4.15), the term k∈B b̂hk ∆ω B,h (t) represents the combined effect on the
frequency
of both the device connected to bus h and the rest of the network; whereas the term
P
b̂
∆ω
B,k (t) represents the effect of the whole network on the frequency at bus h. Subtracting
k∈B hk
the latter to the former, what remains is the effect of the blackbox device on the frequency variation
at bus h.
Next, we discuss some special cases of (4.15), and provide a taxonomy of devices based on their
ability to modify the frequency at their POC.

4.4.1

Devices that Do Not Modify the Frequency

According to our definition, the devices that are unable to modify the frequency at their POC satisfy
the condition ṗ′B,h (t) = 0, ∀t, because there cannot be any variation of frequency within a passive
circuit (boundary conditions on the frequency are imposed externally from the device). For such
devices, thus, the following relationship holds:
∆ω bb,h (t) ≡ ∆ω B,h (t) , ∀t .

(4.16)

Constant admittance loads fall in this category. However, for most devices, the condition ṗ′B,h (t) = 0
is too strict. We thus relax it and assume that a device is unable to modify the frequency at its POC
if it satisfies the condition:
∆pB,h (t)
|ṗ′B,h (t)| ≈
<ϵ,
(4.17)
∆t
where ϵ > 0 is a given empirical threshold that, once agreed upon by all parties, can be used by
the TSO to define network codes and ancillary services.
Condition (4.17) can be satisfied in two relevant cases:
1) Slow Power Variations: The device does vary its power consumption/production, but the RoCoP
is small in the considered time frame of PFC. According to the notation of (4.17), this situation
is characterized by a nonnegligible ∆pB,h (t) and a large ∆t. For instance, the SFC or the daily
rampup of loads do not significantly vary the frequency at the buses.
2) Small Power Variations: No load consumption or generation is ever perfectly constant. Stochastic
white noise, at least, creates local tiny fluctuations. If the noise is small enough, however, such
variations are unable to impact on the frequency. According to the notation of (4.17), this situation
is characterized by small ∆pB,h (t) per unit of time. In [32], it is shown that constant admittance
loads have ṗ′B,h (t) = 0 ∀t. For nonlinear loads, this condition does not hold in general. However,
independently from the load voltage dependency, we can assume that a load can be modeled as
two components, one slowly timevarying ramp, pramp (t), and a stochastic component, pstoch (t)
(see, for example, the model described in [37]), i.e. pL (t) = pramp (t) + pstoch (t), then ṗL (t) will be
negligible, even though the load consumption is not perfectly constant.

4.4.2

Devices that Modify the Frequency

According to our definition, a device is able to vary the local frequency whenever the condition
ṗ′B,h (t) =
̸ 0 holds. Following the discussion above, the only variations of power of interest are
those that are sufficiently big to be able to vary the local frequency above a certain threshold and
sufficiently fast to be comparable to the time scale of the inertial response and PFC of SMs. Using
the same notation as in (4.17), a device is able to modify the frequency at its bus of connection if
the following condition is satisfied:
|ṗ′B,h (t)| ≈

∆pB,h (t)
≥ϵ.
∆t

(4.18)
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In the following, we consider various technologies.
1) Synchronous Machines: The dynamics of the rotor speed of a machine connected to bus h can
be approximated by:
MG ω̇G (t) = pm (t) − pB,h (t) ,
(4.19)
where MG is the mechanical starting time and pm (t) is the mechanical power provided by the turbine.
The mechanical power can be decomposed into three terms:
(4.20)

pm (t) = pUC (t) + pPFC (t) + pSFC (t) ,

where pUC (t) is the power set point as defined by the solution of the unit commitment problem;
pPFC (t) is the active power regulated by the PFC; and pSFC (t) is the active power regulated by the
SFC. For a typical SM, the PFC is achieved through a TG, and the SFC is achieved through AGC.
Hence, the active power injected by an SM into its terminal bus can be written as:
pB,h (t) = pUC (t) + pPFC (t) + pSFC (t) − MG ω̇G (t) ,

(4.21)

where pUC (t) is piecewise constant and pSFC (t) varies slowly. Hence, of the four components above,
the ones that actually contribute to modify the frequency at the machine bus are pPFC (t) and the
machine inertial response. Therefore:
ṗ′B,h (t) ≈ ṗPFC (t) − MG ω̈G (t) .

(4.22)

In the very first instants after a contingency the dominant effect is due to the inertial response but, in
general, the two terms are intertwined. Note, however, that if a machine does not provide PFC, then
the lack of regulation can be inferred by observing the transient behavior of ṗ′B,h (t), as illustrated in
the examples of Section A.3.2.
2) NonSynchronous Devices: This category includes, but not limited to, gridforming power elec
tronics converters of nonsynchronous generation and ESSs, and TCLs. Such devices consist of a
frequency control loop, with a given reference frequency, ω ref , as illustrated in Figure 10.

1

z̄12

2

b (t)
∆ω ref (t)

Grid
∆ωB,1 (t)

∆ωB,2 (t)

Figure 10 – Example of a device that controls the frequency at bus 1
The actual implementation of the controller, which is accounted for with a timedependent sus
ceptance, bbb (t), is unknown. However, regardless of its transfer function, the controller tracks a
reference frequency, so, in turn, ∆ω bb,h (t) = ∆ω ref (t). In practice, ω ref is constant and, hence,
∆ω ref = 0. While not known in detail, we can assume that bbb (t) ̸= 0 and ṗ′B,h (t) ̸= 0 for any
transient condition for which ∆ω B,h (t) ̸= ∆ω ref .
Next, we present two relevant cases: (i) WTs with frequency control, and (ii) ESSs.
For a WT, one has:
pB,h (t) = pstoch (t) + pPFC (t) ,

(4.23)

where the stochastic term pstoch (t) depends on the uncertainty and volatility of the wind speed and
the second term pPFC (t) is given by the primary frequency controller of the WT, if any. Large and fast
stochastic variations, such as wind gusts, are indistinguishable, in principle, from power variations
aimed at regulating the frequency. The only difference is statistical. Wind gusts, in fact, will show
for about 50% of the times a variation that further increases the actual frequency deviation. Instead,
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a power variation imposed by a frequency controller always aims at tracking the synchronous fre
quency. Wind gusts, however, are relatively uncommon and, very often, WPPs are not operated
at their maximum capacity.2 Moreover, typical values of the autocorrelation coefficients of wind
speeds (see, for example, [39]) lead to conclude that wind turbulences have a small local effect
on active power fluctuations, whereas the average value of the wind varies quite slowly with time.
Thus, except for rare strong wind gusts, the RoCoP of a wind turbine can be assumed to be:
ṗ′B,h (t) ≈ ṗstoch (t) + ṗPFC (t) ≈ ṗPFC (t) ,

(4.24)

at least for all variations such that |ṗ′B,h (t)| > ϵWT , where the threshold ϵWT can be chosen based
on statistical properties (shape factor and autocorrelation) of the wind at the location of the WPP.
This important point is further discussed in Section 4.6.
The case of ESSs is probably the easiest one to analyze. These devices are based on deterministic
controllers and, when used to provide primary frequency support, they generate/absorb power only
if the frequency is outside a band around the synchronous reference speed:
pB,h (t) = pPFC (t)

4.5

⇒

ṗ′B,h (t) = ṗPFC (t) .

(4.25)

Dynamic State Estimation

This section discusses the consequences of (4.9) and (4.15) for the dynamic state estimation of
bus frequencies (Subsection 4.5.1) and machine rotor speeds (Subsection 4.5.2).

4.5.1

Bus Frequencies

The estimation of bus frequencies is conventionally based on the measurements of bus voltage
phasors and the proper design of PhaseLocked Loops (PLLs), which are part of Phasor Measure
ment Units (PMUs) or equivalent devices. To achieve a satisfactory level of accuracy with this
type of estimation is possible but challenging [40]. Expression (4.9) suggests that active power
measurements can be utilized to estimate frequency variations at network buses. From (4.9), one
has:
−1
∆ω B (t) = −B̂bus ṗ′B (t) ,
(4.26)
where ṗ′B (t) can also be approximated with ∆pB /∆t in a given finite time ∆t. Vice versa, based
on (4.15), if frequency estimations at network buses are known, the regulating power provided by
a device can be estimated as:
Z X


′
∆pB,h (t) =
b̂hk ∆ω B,h (τ ) − ∆ω B,k (τ ) dτ .
(4.27)
t k∈B

4.5.2

Machine Rotor Speed

In [41], it was described how to estimate the rotor speeds of SMs based on the FDF. The notewor
thy result of [41] is that such an estimation can be achieved with a reduced set of bus frequency
estimations and a linear optimization problem. Considering the example of Figure 8, the rotor speed
of the machine can be obtained as:
∆ω G (t) =

b12 + bG
b12
∆ω B,1 (t) −
∆ω B,2 (t) .
bG
bG

(4.28)

Equation (4.10) leads to an alternative expression to estimate the rotor speed of the machine based
only on measurements at the terminal bus of the machine itself (thus also eliminating the issue of
2 See, for example, the socalled “wind dispatch down” periods defined by EirGrid and SONI, that effectively make constant
the power production of a WPP [38].
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measurement delays discussed in [41]):
∆ω G (t) = ∆ω B,1 (t) − x̂G ṗ′B,1 (t) ,

(4.29)

where x̂G = 1/b̂G . The former expression can be also used for any radial connection, such as a
long transmission line, to estimate the frequency at one end by measuring the frequency and the
active power injection into the other end.

4.6

Statistical Interpretation of the RoCoP

We have proposed a taxonomy of devices based on their ability to vary the frequency at their POC
with the grid. In particular, a device is assumed to be able to modify the frequency if it satisfies the
condition (4.18). In (4.18), the definition of the threshold ϵ has to take into account the dynamic
behavior of the device. We have discussed that this can be done considering the rate of change
and the magnitude of the power variations. Based on that, we further discuss two relevant cases:
(i) stochastic fluctuations of the power source, such as the wind speed; and (ii) measurement noise.
The statistical properties of the wind can be properly determined based on time series of wind speed
measurements [42, 43]. Similarly, the volatility of other RESs can be studied through stochastic
differential equations, e.g., the effect of clouds on the solar irradiance [44] and of the swell phe
nomenon on tidal currents [45]. The most relevant information from these models is the standard
deviation of the fluctuations and the autocorrelation coefficient. The latter indicates, on a statistical
basis, how much the wind speed is going to change from one value to another in a given time.
Roughly speaking, the autocorrelation coefficient of a stochastic process is the equivalent of the
time constant of a firstorder differential equation [39].
From the standard deviation of the stochastic process, one can adjust the value of the threshold ϵ in
(4.18). On the other hand, the references above indicate that the autocorrelation of the stochastic
processes of RESs leads to variations whose time scales are either slower (e.g., clouds and swell
phenomenon) or faster (e.g., wind shortterm fluctuations) than the FFR and are naturally filtered
by the turbines and/or the regulators of the DERs. Similarly, the noise of the measurements of the
bus frequencies tends to be much faster than the inertial response and FFR. Such a noise can thus
be filtered without affecting the reliability of the RoCoP.

4.7

Remarks

This section discusses some relevant remarks.
•

Impact of Latency: Latency is a wellknown issue when dealing with PMU measurements
and communication systems [46]. In this case, however, delays do not prevent the pro
posed RoCoP index to be accurate. The calculation of (4.15), in fact, does not need to be
in realtime as it is not utilized for control but, rather, for monitoring and a posteriori reward
of ancillary services. Since PMU measurements come with a time stamp which is synchro
nized with the GPS signal, the evaluation of ṗ′B,h (t) is virtually unaffected by communication
delays, packet loss, etc.

•

Impact of Branch Impedances: The proposed RoCoP index works better the higher are
the differences between the frequency variations ∆ω B,h (t) and ∆ω B,k (t) of (4.15). Note
that the inverse of the impedance of the branches (lines or transformers) that connect the
monitored bus to the grid ‘amplifies’ such differences. If a branch impedance is too small
and, hence, the accuracy with which frequency variations have to be measured is too high,
one can utilize measurements at further buses as described in the discussion of equation
(4.27).

•

Impact of the Time Integration Step: The performance of the proposed index does not de
pend on the time integration step of the presented simulations, as long as such integration
step is sufficiently small to capture the dynamics of interest. Taking into account the fact
that the range of time integration steps considered in the example above lie in the typi
cal sampling rates of measurement devices currently deployed, then this remark can be
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extended to reallife scenarios. In other words, the performance of the proposed RoCoP
index is independent of the sampling rate of measurement units.
•

4.8

Impact of Frequency Measurements Accuracy: The need for precise frequency measure
ments may appear as a limitation of the proposed technique. However, in recent years, the
accuracy and precision of frequency measurements has been improved significantly. In the
simulation tests presented in Section A.3 of the ANNEX, frequency estimation is obtained
based on PLLs, as these are ubiquitous in power converters [47, 48]. While it is known that,
in some cases, PLLs can create dynamic issues, e.g. [49, 50], other promising methods,
in particular those based on some variant of interpolated discrete Fourier transform have
been recently shown to be very precise. The interested reader can find a discussion on
this approach in [40, 51] and in the references therein. Also the calculation of the Rate of
Change of Frequency (RoCoF) has been largely investigated in recent years. Reference
[52] provides, along with its own contributions, an introduction to the topic.

Simulation Results

The features of the proposed RoCoP index are tested considering Use Case FC_D.1 described
in deliverable D2.1 and the KPIs defined therein. Simulation tests are presented in Section A.3
of the ANNEX and are obtained using Dome. In these tests, bus frequencies are estimated with
SRFPLLs. The fundamentalfrequency model of an SRFPLL is described in D2.1.
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5.

Dynamic Inertia Estimation

5.1

Introduction

The replacement of SMs with nonsynchronous devices, namely Converter Interfaced Genera
tion (CIG) sources, such as wind and solar, decreases the inertia of the power system [19]. This
creates operation and security issues as a minimum inertia is required in the system [53]. Advanced
control schemes that make nonsynchronous devices provide inertia support have been developed
in recent years. Examples are the VSM control [54] and inertial response control [55]. The objective
of these controls is to emulate the inertia response in the SMs and thus enforce the nonsynchronous
devices boosting the power at the instant of the contingency, and therefore, leading to the concept of
equivalent inertia. The equivalent inertia of nonsynchronous devices, unlike the inertia constant of
SMs, may be variable [56], and even be specially designed as timevarying [57]. A general method
to fast and accurately estimate both the constant and nonconstant (equivalent) inertia, however,
is still missing. This chapter aims at developing an online inertia estimation approach that can
accurately track the (equivalent) inertia of both synchronous and nonsynchronous devices.
Efforts have been made to improve the accuracy to estimate the inertia constant for SMs via off
line tests [58, 59, 60]. Similar techniques have been also developed for the offline identification
of the inertia of the turbines of nonsynchronous RESs [61, 62]. The inertia of these devices can
be uncertain, or even timevarying, due to the everchanging renewables and converter controls
[63]. Offline tests, therefore, are not enough to track the presented inertia of the nonsynchronous
devices.
The accurate and precise online monitoring for the dynamic behavior of the power system becomes
feasible with the development of the smart grid techniques [64], especially, the wide application of
PMUs [59, 65]. For example, reference [66] presents a Bayesian framework based on the data
collected with PMUs to estimate the inertia of the generators with high accuracy. The high com
putational burden of the Bayesian method, however, makes its utilization impractical for online
monitoring. Several PMUbased estimation methods for the equivalent inertia constant of a power
system have been developed [67, 68, 69, 70]. Most of them, however, are not adequate tools for the
online inertia estimation of single devices, especially nonsynchronous devices with nonconstant
inertia control.
Reference [67] proposes an online identification algorithm for the equivalent inertia of an entire
power system by analyzing its dynamic response to a designed microperturbation. Since the micro
perturbation signal affects the frequency response of the system, it may lead to the unexceptional
action of the protective relays and thus increase the potential risk of the power system stability.
The same limit also exists for the perturbationneeded inertia estimation method proposed in [68].
Reference [69] obtains the system inertia by analyzing the frequency signal via rotational invariance
techniques. The analysis requires a precise model that may not be available in realworld applica
tions. Reference [70] avoids the limitations of [67, 68, 69] by proposing an online inertia estimator
based on the extension and mixture of a dynamic regressor. While this regressor is designed under
the assumption that the inertia is constant. Timevarying equivalent inertia, therefore, can prevent
above estimation techniques to converge.

5.2

Technical Background

The inertia constant conditions the dynamics of SMs through the wellknown swing equation:
MG ω̇G (t) = pm (t) − pG (t) − DG (ωG (t) − ωo ) ,

(5.1)

where ωG is the rotor speed of the SM; ωo is the reference angular speed; DG is the damping
coefficient; pG is the electrical power of the SM injected into the grid; and pm is the mechanical power
of the SM; and MG is the machine starting time, which is twice the inertia constant, i.e., MG = 2HG .
To avoid carrying around the factor “2”, the estimation technique described in this chapter is aimed
at determining MG .
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During the period of inertial response, the dynamic behavior of the frequency mainly depends on the
inertia of the system and is characterized by a relatively high ω̇, often called RoCoF [71]. Following
the inertial response, the frequency gradually recovers to the nominal via the PFC and SFC. The
inertia estimation approach proposed in this chapter takes advantage of the fact that the inertial
response is the fastest among the frequency responses of the SM and the one with the highest
RoCoF.

5.3

Dynamic Inertia Estimation Formulation

For the derivation of the inertia estimation formula, it is convenient to split the mechanical power
into three components, as in (4.20). Differentiating (5.1) with respect to time and taking into account
(4.20), we can deduce:
MG ω̈G (t) = ṗUC (t) + ṗPFC (t) + ṗSFC (t) − ṗG (t) − DG ω̇G (t) .

(5.2)

Within the inertial response time scale, we can assume that ṗUC (t) ≈ 0, ṗSFC (t) ≈ 0. The time
scale of the inertial response of the machine is faster than that of its PFC and thus, in the first
seconds after an event that causes a power imbalance in the system, we can also assume that
|ṗPFC (t)| ≪ |ṗG (t)|. Since pG is the SM grid power injection, it is always measurable by the TSOs.
Then, ṗG can be estimated based on PMUs measurements as discussed in Chapter 4. Finally,
based on the estimation technique proposed in [41], we can assume to be able to estimate ωG (t)
and, thus, be able to calculate ω̈G (t). In the following, we can thus assume that ṗG (t) and ω̈G (t)
are measurable and known. With these assumptions, the following inertia estimation formula is
proposed as a byproduct of the RoCoP:
MG ≈ MG∗ = −

ṗG (t)
,
ω̈G (t)

(5.3)

where ∗ indicates an estimated quantity and it is further assumed that DG ≈ 0. The former assump
tion holds in the time scale of the inertial response of SMs. Note that neglecting the damping and
PFC is acceptable for SMs but might not be adequate for nonsynchronous devices. With this in
mind, Section 5.5 proposes a method to eliminate the impact of damping and PFC on the inertia
estimation of CIG.
The estimation formula (5.3) can be extended to evaluate the (equivalent) inertia of any device that
is able to modify the frequency at its POC with the grid, namely those devices whose power injection
satisfies the condition:
|ṗbb (t)| > ϵp ,
(5.4)
where the subindex bb indicates a black box device; and ϵp is an empirical threshold to exclude the
small frequency fluctuations due to, for example, the stochastic variations of everchanging RESs
such as wind and solar generation. The generalized inertia estimation formula is:
∗
Mbb (t) ≈ Mbb
(t) = −

ṗbb (t)
,
ω̈bb (t)

(5.5)

where, ṗbb (t) can be obtained through the RoCoP estimation method presented in Chapter 4; and,
according to FDF [34], the internal frequency of the device ωbb can always be obtained through:
ωbb (t) = ωB (t) − xeq ṗbb (t) ,

(5.6)

where ωB is the frequency at the bus the device is connected to, and xeq is the equivalent impedance
of the device.
Although (5.5) is, in general, fast and accurate, it may fail due to numerical issues. Equation (5.5), in
fact, utilizes the second derivatives of the frequency signal as the denominator, which might change
sign and, thus, cross zero in the first seconds after a contingency and therefore lead to a singularity
of (5.5).
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A simple heuristic solution to remove the singularity consists in holding the current value of the
estimated inertia if the denominator is close to zero:

 ṗbb (t)
−
,
|ω̈bb | ≥ ϵo ,
∗
Mbb (t) =
(5.7)
 ω̈∗ bb (t)
Mbb (t − ∆t) , |ω̈bb | < ϵo ,
where ∆t is the sampling time and ϵo is a positive threshold to avoid the numerical issue. In the
remainder of this chapter, we use (5.7), rather than (5.5), to compare the inertia estimation technique
proposed in this deliverable with the one discussed in [41]. A large ϵo leads to estimation error, while
a small ϵo cannot avoid numerical issues. According to a comprehensive set of numerical tests, we
have concluded that a proper ϵo is hard to find, if it exists at all, and is device dependent. Therefore,
in the following section, we propose a new formula with enhanced numerical stability.

5.4

Formula with Improved Numerical Stability

As discussed in Section 5.3, the fragile numerical stability of (5.5) is due to the division by ω̈. There
fore, we propose the following differential equation that avoids such a division:


∗
∗
TM Ṁbb
(t) = γ ω̈(t)bb ṗbb (t) + Mbb
ω̈bb (t) ,
(5.8)
where


 −1 , x ≥ ϵx ,
0 , −ϵx < x < ϵx ,
γ(x) =

1 , x ≤ −ϵx ,

(5.9)

and ϵx is a small positive threshold closing to zero. The rationale behind (5.8) is as follows. At the
∗
∗
equilibrium point, Mbb
ω̈bb = −ṗbb . According to (5.5), this conditions is obtained for Mbb
= Mbb ,
∗
which is the sought inertia value. During a transient, Mbb ω̈bb ̸= −ṗbb . Let us consider the case
∗
∗
∗
is adjusted through the function γ(ω̈bb ) in roder to make Mbb
ω̈bb > −ṗbb . Then the sign of Ṁbb
Mbb
∗
converge to Mbb . The sign of γ is decided based on the sign of ω̈bb . If ω̈bb > 0, Mbb has to decrease
∗
∗
. The
ω̈bb and thus γ(ω̈bb ) = −1. Otherwise, if ω̈bb < 0, γ(ω̈bb ) = 1 to increase Mbb
to decrease Mbb
∗
time constant TM decides the rate of change speed of Mbb . To avoid chattering around the the
equilibrium point, a small deadband is included in (5.9), namely (−ϵx , ϵx ). A proper choice of ϵx can
effectively reduce the impact of frequency fluctuations and noise, and therefore, the deadband for
RoCoP, namely (5.4) is no longer needed.
Compared to (5.5), the inertia estimation formula (5.8) not only avoids numerical issues, but also
∗
can improve
allows filtering spikes and noises by adjusting TM . Using a proper initial guess on Mbb
the speed of the estimation (5.8), but it is not essential for convergence. Finally, note that all results
∗
(0) = 0, where t = 0 s
presented in this chapter are obtained assuming the initial condition Mbb
corresponds to the time at which the contingency occurs. This value serves to show that the pro
posed method is fast, effective and is suitable for online applications as it does not require storing
∗
historical data. In practice, however, any value of Mbb
as obtained from previous estimations can
be used.

5.5

Formula with Estimation of Damping

This section presents an inertia estimation formula that accounts for damping and PFC, which can
also be utilized to estimate the droop gain of the FFR control of nonsynchronous devices.
We first focus exclusively on SMs. The accuracy of (5.8) can be increased by removing the as
sumption DG ≈ 0. With this in mind, we rewrite (5.8) as:
TM ṀG∗ (t) = γ(ω̈G ) [ ṗG (t) + MG∗ ω̈G (t) + DG∗ ω̇G (t) ] ,

(5.10)

where DG∗ is the estimated value of damping, which is not known. The following equation allows
estimating the damping:

TD ḊG∗ (t) = γ ∆ωG (t) [∆pG (t) + MG∗ ω̇G (t) + DG∗ ∆ωG (t)] ,
(5.11)
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where ∆ωG (t) = ωG (t) − ωG,o , with ωG,o = ωG (0). According to (5.9), the proposed inertia estimation
formulas (5.10)(5.11) introduce two thresholds related to the frequency variations of the device,
namely ϵω̈G and ϵ∆ωG . If properly set, these two thresholds can remove small frequency fluctuations
resulting from the stochastic RESs in a more effective way than (5.4).
The online estimator based on (5.10)(5.11) allows to eliminate the impact of damping on the accu
racy of inertia estimation. However, the estimated damping DG∗ may never converge to the actual
DG due to the effect of PFC. In fact, DG∗ in (5.10) and (5.11) actually tracks DG + R [72]. Since ω̇G
varies much slower than ω̈G within the first seconds after a contingency, DG∗ will take more time to
converge than MG∗ . This discussion indicates that DG∗ cannot accurately estimate the damping of
SMs but effectively improve the accuracy of inertia estimation by eliminating the impact of damping
and PFC by taking their resulting power variations into account.
Equations (5.10)(5.11) can be generalized for any device that regulates the frequency. Dropping
for simplicity the subindex G, we have:
TM Ṁ ∗ (t) = γ(ω̈)[ ṗ − M ∗ ω̈(t) − D∗ ω̇(t) ] ,
 Z

Z
Z
TD Ḋ∗ (t) = γ
ω̇dt
ṗ(t)dt − M ∗ ω̇(t) − D∗ ω̇(t)dt ,

(5.12)
(5.13)

where ω is the internal frequency of the nonsynchronous device. Note that the time constants TM
and TD should be small enough to accurately track the timevarying inertia. Small time constants,
however, make (5.12)(5.13) more sensitive to noise and may introduce spurious oscillations. This
issue can be solved through an additional filter.
The formulas (5.12)(5.13) can be utilized to obtain the droop gain of the FFR that is modeled as:
pFFR = −R(ωgrid − ωref ) ,

(5.14)

where ωgrid is the grid frequency.
Here we should highlight that in contrast to SMs, the primary response in CIG is instant along with
the inertia response after the contingency. The damping is the friction of the rotational change of
the device to the grid frequency, while the droop is the frequency deviation of the grid frequency to
the nominal one. Since in CIG the device tracks the grid frequency change simultaneously, e.g. via
the PLL with time constant below 0.1 s, we can deduce that D∗ of the estimator (5.12)(5.13), for
CIG sources, actually tracks R [72].

5.6

Design of RealTime Loop

This section provides the design of the inertia estimators based on the proposed formulas.
The proposed inertia estimation formulas can be used to fulfill the realtime measuring of the inertia
through the estimators fed by the RoCoP and RoCoF signals.
Figure 11 shows the structure of a realtime inertia estimator based on (5.8). If |ω̈(t)| < ϵω̈ in γ(ω̈)
(see (5.9)), dM ∗ = 0 holds. This condition indicates that the estimated M ∗ can be held after the
inertial response with a proper ϵω̈ .

PI Filter

Figure 11 – Realtime loop for inertia estimation (5.8)
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The control scheme of the PI filter included in Figure 11 is shown by Figure 12. The parameters
of the PI filter are selected as Kp = 50, Ki = 1 and Tf = 0.0001 s for all simulation results of this
chapter.

Figure 12 – Control scheme of PI filter
The realtime loop of the inertia estimator based on (5.12)(5.13) is shown in Figure 13. Instead
of directly taking the input ω̇ for computing dD∗ , the ω̇ ∗ passing through the PI filter improves the
robustness of the estimator against measurement noise.

PI Filter

Figure 13 – Realtime loop for inertia estimation (5.12)(5.13)

5.7

Simulation Results

The presented online inertia estimation approach is tested by considering Use Case FC_E.1 defined
in deliverable D2.1.
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Conclusions

This deliverable presents the frequency control algorithms developed for current VPPs in large scale
deployment, including centralized PFC, SFC, frequency regulation metering, and a measurement
based technique to estimate the amount of frequency regulation provided by gridconnected de
vices, as well as an online inertia estimation for FFR.
Results indicate that the VPPs that coordinate the control of ESS and DERs shows a better fre
quency response when compared to a noncoordinated control scheme. Simulations also indicate
that delays of different communication networks have a small impact on the transient response,
which suggests that the coordinated control is feasible and its technology does not necessarily
impact on the dynamic performance of the VPP.
Then, the deliverable proposes a coordinated control method of VPP to improve power system
shortterm transient frequency response. The proposed strategy is based on a coordinated control
of DERs and ESSs in the VPP. A variety of control modes are compared and validated through
Monte Carlo simulations. The impact of communication delays, stochastic processes as well as of
the capacity of ESS on the overall transient behavior are also outlined. Based on the simulation
results, the following conclusions can be drawn. First, the proposed coordinated control approach
for ESS and DERs in VPP can significantly improve power system frequency stability. The proposed
control approach performs better than either conventional VPPs that do not regulate the frequency,
i.e. utilize a constant power setpoint, and VPPs that regulate the frequency through the independent
controllers of ESSs and DERs. Second, communication delays have a significant impact on the
proposed coordinated control approach. This is as expected, since the proposed strategy works
as a sort of fast secondary frequency control. To reduce the negative impact of communication
networks without increasing the bandwidth, a twophase coordinated control is proposed. In this
operating mode, the ESS acts first whereas DERs are included in the coordinated control in a
second phase. This reduces the impact of the limited capacity of the ESS and, in turn, improves
the transient stability.
The deliverable also studies the impact of a linear aggregate operation of DERs on the dynamic
response of a transmission system. With this aim, two approaches are considered, namely, an
optimization problem based on MILP and an AGC that coordinates the DERs to achieve a linear
ramping. Both approaches are simulated through a cosimulation platform. The case study shows
that at a low penetration level of VPPs (5%) there is effectively no relevant difference on the dynamic
performance of the system when imposing the ramping limit. For a higher penetration level of
VPPs (20%), while frequency variations remain relatively small, imposing the ramping limit leads
to a slightly better dynamic behavior of the system. A comparison of both approaches with respect
to longterm frequency deviations shows that an AGC is to be preferred compared to scheduling
based on an optimization problem as it leads to lower frequency variations.
Moreover, starting from the wellknown dc power flow formulation, an alternative formulation of the
FDF and a derivation of the link between the RoCoP injected into buses and bus frequency devia
tions are presented in the deriverable. Then, an empirical criterion to distinguish between devices
that modify the frequency from those who do not is based on the RoCoP is provided. This re
quires the definition of a threshold determined based on the statistical properties of the device to be
monitored. The proposed criterion can be utilized to properly reward the ancillary services of syn
chronous and nonsynchronous devices that provide PFC. Simulation results confirm the accuracy
and the robustness of the proposed approach in understanding whether a gridconnected device
provides frequency control and/or inertial response following a power imbalance. The proposed
approach appears to have great potential for practical applications. The index and the ‘regulating
power,’ in fact, can be calculated with measurements and data that are available to the TSOs. No
confidential measurement or data have to be obtained from the monitored devices.
Furthermore, based on the aforementioned criterion, an approximated expression to evaluate, dur
ing a transient, the equivalent inertia of a device is provided, which can be utilized to quantify the
inertial response provided by nonsynchronous devices. The deliverable further elaborates on such
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inertia estimation method and proposes two formulas. The first formula avoids potential numerical
issues while being simple. This formula shows satisfactory accuracy for the inertia estimation of
SMs. The second formula improve accuracy by eliminating the effect of damping and/or droop.
This formula works better for nonsynchronous devices, including timevarying inertia response
and stochastic sources.
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List of Abbreviations

AGC

Automatic Generation Control

CIG

Converter Interfaced Generation

COI

CenterOfInertia

DER

Distributed Energy Resource

DFIG

DoublyFed Induction Generator

EMF

Electromotive Force

ESS

Energy Storage System

FDF

Frequency Divider Formula

FFR

Fast Frequency Response

GFC

GridFollowing Converter

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LPF

LowPass Filter

MILP

MixedInteger Linear Programming

MPPT

Maximum Power point Tracking

PFC

Primary Frequency Control

PI

ProportionalIntegral

PLL

PhaseLocked Loop

PMU

Phasor Measurement Unit

POC

Point of Connection

RES

Renewable Energy Source

RoCoF

Rate of Change of Frequency

RoCoP

Rate of Change of Power

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

SFC

Secondary Frequency Control

SM

Synchronous Machine

SPV

Solar Photovoltaic
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SRFPLL Synchronous Reference Frame PhaseLocked Loop
sSCUC

stochastic SecurityConstrained Unit Commitment

TCL

ThermostaticallyControlled Load

TG

Turbine Governor

TSO

Transmission System Operator

ULTC

UnderLoad Tap Changer

VPP

Virtual Power Plant
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Virtual Synchronous Generator

VSM

Virtual Synchronous Machine

WPP

Wind Power Plant

WSCC

Western Systems Coordinating Council

WT

Wind Turbine
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ANNEX – Simulation Results
This ANNEX presents the simulation results on the techniques described in this deliverable. All
results are obtained using the Pythonbased software tool Dome [9].

A.1

Coordinated VPP Control

This section presents simulation results on the coordinated VPP control strategy presented in Chap
ter 2.

A.1.1

Monte Carlo Analysis
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We first discuss the robustness of the proposed control approach concerning perturbations such
as a threephase fault at bus 7 occurring at t = 1 s and cleared after 100 ms. The stochastic
perturbations are the power variations of wind and solar power plants with respect to the forecast of
wind speed/solar irradiance, and 15% of the loads in the whole system. For each mode, 500 Monte
Carlo time domain simulations are solved. The trajectories of the frequencies for Modes 1 to 3 are
shown in Figure 14. The trajectories of the frequency for Modes 4 to 6 with three different transfer
functions H(s) are shown in Figure 15. The considered transfer functions are proportional gain, PI
controller and leadlag controller. For all controllers, the parameters that lead to the best dynamic
performance are selected through a trialanderror approach. For simplicity, and since the size of
all DERs and ESS is similar, Ki = 1, ∀i = 1, . . . , n. Finally, Table 1 shows the mean frequency,
µCOI , as well as the standard deviation of the frequency σCOI , calculated at t = 50 s, for the six
control modes and the three transfer functions H(s) considered in this case study.
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Figure 14 – Use Case FC_B.1 – COI frequency without the coordinated control
Statistics

Proportional Control
LeadLag
PI

Mode 2

Mode 3

1.001431 1.001511 1.002144

µCOI
Control Type

Mode 1

σCOI × 10−5 [pu(Hz)]

23.60

28.10

9.73

Statistics

Mode 4

Mode 5

Mode 6

µCOI [pu(Hz)]
σCOI × 10

−5

[pu(Hz)]

µCOI [pu(Hz)]
σCOI × 10

−5

[pu(Hz)]

µCOI [pu(Hz)]
σCOI × 10−5 [pu(Hz)]

1.000328 1.000323 1.000321
1.83

1.58

1.43

1.000198 1.000155 1.000135
8.62

2.24

3.27

1.000267 1.000020 1.000023
12.40

1.37

1.60

Table 1 – Use Case FC_B.1 – Statistics of different VPP control modes
The comparison of the trajectories shown in Figures 14 and 15 as well as of the results given
in Table 1 indicates that the VPP control modes that include the proposed coordinated approach
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Figure 15 – Use Case FC_B.1 – COI frequency using: (a)(c) proportional gain; (d)(f) leadlag;
and (g)(i) PI control
control (Modes 46) have an overall better performance than the strategies with no coordination
(Modes 13).
It is interesting to note that, for Mode 4 (see Figures 15a, 15d and 15g), the standard deviation
slightly increases for 10 < t < 30 s because the ESS is running at its maximum output and thus
loses its capability to regulate the frequency. In Mode 5, coordinating the DERs to provide extra
frequency support can help solve this problem as shown in Figures 15b, 15e and 15h. However,
this leads to a larger frequency deviation during the initial transients (0 < t < 10 s). Finally, Mode 6,
in which a timer is utilized to delay the action of DERs, shows the best dynamic performance (see
Figures 15c, 15f and 15i).
The results shown in Figure 15 are obtained with optimal settings for each controller. For the PI
controller, a small deadband is included in the frequency deviation signal ∆ωPOC . While all con
trollers perform well, they have different performances depending on the mode. The PI controller
performs best if both ESS and DERs regulate the frequency. However, if only the ESS is utilized
to regulate the frequency, the PI controller leads more often the ESS to its maximum power output,
thus making the control less efficient as compared to the proportional and leadlag controllers. All
controllers perform well for Mode 6, i.e. when a timer shifts the action of the DERs. The timer, in
fact, exploits the ability of the ESS to regulate the frequency in the first seconds but avoids ESS
saturations in the longer term.
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Impact of Communication Delays

There exists a delay when the frequency signal ∆ωPOC and active power pinj are transmitted through
the communication network. In this section, the communication delay in three levels of communi
cation networks, namely, highspeed, middlespeed, and lowspeed network is considered. All
remote signals are considered as 100 bytes PMU data with a reporting rate of 25 frames per sec
ond. UDP/IP protocol is adopted to avoid data retransmission thus reducing the communication
delay, where the physical link layer of the communication network is a pointtopoint link. The back
ground traffic consists of both 500 bytes Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) data with a reporting rate of 2
frames per second, and 1024 bytes video streams with a reporting rate of 200 frames per second,
respectively. Table 2 shows the parameters of each communication network considered.
Levels

Bandwidth

PMU Data Rate

Background Traffic

High Speed

20 Mbps

25 frames/s

RTU, Video Stream

Medium Speed

5 Mbps

25 frames/s

RTU, Video Stream

Low Speed

1 Mbps

25 frames/s

N/A

Table 2 – Use Case FC_B.1 – Parameters of the communication networks

Most realworld communication networks utilized in power system applications are somewhere in
between the highspeed and mediumspeed communication networks depicted in Table 2. How
ever, lowbandwidth communication networks are cheaper and, thus, the lowspeed communication
network is also considered here. Clearly, the lower the speed (bandwidth) of the communication
network, the higher the delays of the control signals.
Figure 16 shows the impact of communication delays on the CenterOfInertia (COI) frequency as
obtained with the three communication networks of Table 2. The system undergoes the same three
phase fault considered in Section A.1.1. Only Modes 4, 5 and 6 are compared as these are the
modes that require a communication network. Simulation results, which were obtained using the
proportional controller, indicate that the proposed coordinated control approach, especially Modes
5 and 6 are particularly impacted by communication delays.
When the communication network has a low bandwidth with a large timevarying delay of around
200 ms, the approach that only coordinates the ESS gives rise to a frequency oscillation (see the
interval between 25 and 35 s in Figure 16a). Mode 6 sharply increases this oscillation. Then in the
mediumspeed communication network with a medium timevarying delay of around 100 ms, the
performances for Modes 4 and 6 are acceptable, however, for Mode 5, the frequency oscillation is
still significant. Finally, the delays of the highspeed communication network are around 55 ms. This
delay has only a slight impact on the overall frequency behavior. Based on the simulation results,
it appears, thus, that communication delays should be kept below 100 ms when the proposed
coordinated control approach is adopted.
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Figure 16 – Use Case FC_B.1 – COI frequency following a threephase fault. Measured sig
nals are transmitted through high/medium/low speed communication networks
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Automatic Generation Control of VPPs

This section presents simulation results on AGCbased VPP described in Chapter 3. The focus
of the study is on the first 15 minutes of the planning horizon that is the relevant time window for
the aggregated response of DERs. The time period t used in the simulations is 1 minute. The
study carries out Monte Carlo time domain simulations and 50 simulations are solved for each case
considered. For the sake of comparison, results are also obtained with the MILP model proposed
in [16] and are used as a reference. The MILP problem and the subhourly sSCUC model are
implemented in Python and solved using Gurobi [73], while simulation results are obtained using
Dome. The modeling of wind power uncertainty and volatility within the subhourly sSCUC model
is the same as in [23].

A.2.1

MILPbased VPP With Ramping Constraints

With the MILPbased VPP in operation, Figure 17 depicts the trajectories of the frequency of the COI
(ωCOI ) with the ramping limit enforced. As it can be seen, there are significant frequency oscillations
at the beginning of the planning horizon due to the ramping of generators. The value of the standard
deviation of the frequency is σCOI = 0.000571 pu(Hz).
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Figure 17 – Use Case FC_B.2 – COI frequency for MILPbased VPP with ramping constraint

A.2.2

MILPbased VPP Without Ramping Constraints

We discuss the effect of the ramping limit enforced by the TSO to the VPP on the dynamic behavior
of the system. Figure 18 shows the trajectories of the ωCOI for the case when the ramping limit is
not enforced. This leads to a worse dynamic behavior of the system compared to Figure 17. In this
case, σCOI = 0.000645 pu(Hz). Note that, using the same simulation setup, it was shown in [17]
that for a lower level of VPP penetration, i.e. 5%, the impact of the ramping limit on the frequency
deviations is smaller. Hence, increasing the penetration levels of VPPs also increases the impact
of ramping limits. On the other hand, such impact does not seem to constitute a stability issue for
the system.

A.2.3

AGCBased VPP

We discuss the performance of the AGC described in Section 3.2. The gain of the AGC is set to
K0 = 50. Figure 19 shows the trajectories of the frequency of the COI ωCOI for 15 minutes. The
frequency variations are significantly lower, i.e. σCOI = 0.000459 pu(Hz), compared to those shown
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Figure 18 – Use Case FC_B.2 – COI frequency for MILPbased VPP without ramping con
straint

in Figures 17 and 18. This is due to the fact that the AGC coordinates the DERs in such a way
that they start ramping up all at the same time and then smoothly increase their generation (see
Figure 20). Thus, from a system operator point of view, the AGCbased VPP is preferable compared
to a conventional VPP scheduling based on the solution of a MILP problem.
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Figure 19 – Use Case FC_B.2 – COI frequency for AGCbased VPP
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Total Mechanical Power [pu]
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Figure 20 – Use Case FC_B.2 – Total mechanical power of the machines of the AGCbased
VPP
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Frequency Regulation Metering During Transients

This section presents simulation results on the RoCoP index proposed in Chapter 4 for metering fre
quency regulation provided by synchronous and nonsynchronous devices in transient conditions.

A.3.1

Synchronous Machines

In this section, the modified WSCC system includes an AGC implemented as a perfect tracking
integral controller.
1) Comparison with Loads: Figure 21 shows the RoCoP for the generator connected to bus 3 and
the load connected to bus 8 following the outage of 20% of the load connected to bus 5. Dropping
for simplicity the dependency on time, the RoCoP of buses 3 and 8 are given by the following
expressions based on (4.15):
ṗ′B,3 = 17.06 ∆ω̃ B,3 − 17.06 ∆ω̃ B,9

(A.1)

ṗ′B,8 = 23.48 ∆ω̃ B,8 − 13.7 ∆ω̃ B,7 − 9.784 ∆ω̃ B,9 ,

where the coefficients are obtained from Bbus (see ANNEX in D2.1) and the symbol ‘∼’ on top of a
bus frequency represents estimated values from the SRFPLL. As thoroughly discussed in [41], for
practical applications, if a measurement is not available, this can be calculated using measurements
from other buses. For example, if there is no PMU at bus 3, ∆ω̃ B,3 can be replaced in (A.1) with:
∆ω̃ B,3 =

32.43
5.588
9.784
∆ω̃ B,9 −
∆ω̃ B,6 −
∆ω̃ B,8 ,
17.06
17.06
17.06

(A.2)

which can be readily deduced from the last row of Bbus (see ANNEX in D2.1).

∆p0B,h [pu(MW)] ṗ0B,h [pu(MW)/s]

Simulation results show that, as expected, at the generator bus, ṗ′B,3 (t) ̸= 0 after the load outage,
whereas, at the load bus, ṗ′B,8 (t) ≈ 0, ∀t. The spike at the beginning of the simulation of the load bus
is due to the numerical integration of the SRFPLL, and does not represent any physical behavior
of the system. In steady state, the index ṗ′B,h (t) is null, which indicates that, in stationary conditions,
all machines rotate at the same speed and that all frequency controllers are inactive.
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Figure 21 – Use Case FC_D.1 – RoCoP and estimated variations of power injection at buses 3
and 8
2) Layers of Frequency Control: Figure 22 shows the effect of removing the AGC from the system as
well as the PFC from the generator at bus 3. The effect of the AGC on the RoCoP and the estimated
power injection is negligible. This result is consistent with the transient nature of the RoCoP. On
the other hand, if the PFC is disabled, the effect on the RoCoP is evident a few seconds after the
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∆p0B,3 [pu(MW)] ṗ0B,3 [pu(MW)/s]

contingency. In the first instants, the response of the RoCoP is driven exclusively by the inertia of
the machine, as the three trajectories are fairly similar up to about 2 seconds after the loss of the
load. This property can be exploited to estimate accurately the inertia of the machines regardless
of the type of frequency control to which the machines are coupled.
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Figure 22 – Use Case FC_D.1 – RoCoP and estimated variations of power injection at gener
ation bus 3 for various frequency controls

∆p [pu(MW)]

3) Actual vs Regulating Active Power Injection: The estimated power injection at bus 3 shown in the
bottom panels of Figures 21 and 22 indicates that there is a jump in the trajectory of the active power
generated by the SM. However, the turbine governors of SMs require several seconds to vary their
mechanical power generation to match the power imbalance that, in this case, is due to the loss of
part of the load at bus 5. This is graphically represented in Figure 23, where the estimated ∆p′B,3 (t)
is compared with the variations of the actual active power generated by the SM at bus 3 for the
cases without any frequency control, and with both PFC and SFC.
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Figure 23 – Use Case FC_D.1 – Variations of the active power injected to bus 3 and regulating
power for various frequency controls
Results shown in Figure 23 indicate that the estimated ∆p′B,3 (t) includes the effect of the (fast)
inertial response of the machine, MG ω̇G (t), and the PFC, pPFC (t). In Figure 23, ∆p′B,3 (t) is calculated
using (4.27), whereas the variation of the total power injection at the generator bus is ∆pB,3 (t) =
pB,3 (t) − pB,3o . The actual variations of the mechanical power of the SM are smooth even in the
first instants after the contingency, and following later a similar behavior than that estimated by the
regulating power ∆p′B,3 (t), i.e. after the inertial response of the SM gives way to the PFC.
4) Impact of Deadbands in the TG: TGs of SMs usually include deadbands on their frequency error
input signal to minimize generator movement due to frequency regulation [74]. Inclusion of this
deadband results in a reduction of the sensitivity of the PFC on imbalances in the system, thus
impacting on the variations of the power injected by the generators after a disturbance. Usually,
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the value of the deadband is designed to neglect small frequency variations due to, e.g., small
load fluctuations or generation variability of renewable sources, and is of the order of a few tens of
millihertzs.

∆p [pu(MW)]

ṗ0B,3 [pu(MW)/s]

For the sake of illustration, a deadband of 75 mHz (0.00125 pu) is considered in the example
shown in Figure 24, where the case from the previous section with PFC and AGC is simulated.
The inclusion of the deadband reduces the variations of active power injected by the SM. This
reduction is properly captured by the estimated regulating power, indicating that the accuracy of the
estimation is not affected by the inclusion of the deadband.
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Figure 24 – Use Case FC_D.1 – RoCoP and variations of the active power injected to bus 3
and regulating power with and without deadband in the turbine governor input signal
5) Shortcircuit Analysis: As already discussed, accurate measurements of the frequency are re
quired for the practical application of the technique discussed in this section, which can pose some
limitations, especially if fast events are registered such as shortcircuits and line outages. This
study considers the wellknown and ubiquitous SRFPLL for estimating the frequency at a specific
bus based on the processing of the bus voltage phase angle. It is also wellknown that SRFPLLs
are prone to numerical issues and thus to measurement inaccuracies if such a phase angle expe
riences sudden jumps due to, e.g., the fast events discussed above, as well as other phenomena
such as signal noise. In this illustrative example, the accuracy of the proposed RoCoP is studied
when the system faces a shortcircuit, cleared by the opening of the faulted line.
In this example, a threephase fault is simulated at bus 7, which is cleared after 70 ms by opening
the line connecting buses 7 and 5. The RoCoP at buses 3 and 8 is shown at the top panel of
Figure 25. The SRFPLL causes spikes in the RoCoP which leads to peaks of |ṗ′B,3 |max ≈ 25 and
|ṗ′B,8 |max ≈ 100. However, such spikes last for about the duration of the fault, i.e., around 100 ms.
After such time, the RoCoP is able to accurately track the electromechanical oscillations of the
machine, whereas it is virtually constant and equal to zero for the case of the load.
The smallamplitude oscillations of ṗ′B,8 (t) in the first second after the fault clearance require a brief
explanation. When the fault occurs and then when it is cleared, the bus voltage phase angles jump
with different amplitudes at different buses. This means that the PLLs will recover an accurate
estimation of the frequency with a lag that is different from bus to bus. The oscillations of ṗ′B,8 (t)
are thus due to the offset between the PLL frequency estimations at buses 7, 8 and 9 following the
fault.
The bottom panel of Figure 25 shows the variations of the injected and regulating active power at
bus 3. During the first seconds after the contingency, the dominant component of the regulating
power is not the active power injected by the machine, but the machine inertia. This causes a drift
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Figure 25 – Use Case FC_D.1 – Top panel: RoCoP at buses 3 and 8. bottom panel: variations
of the total and regulating active injected to bus 3
between both trajectories in the plot. After approximately t = 2 s, the effect of the inertia diminishes,
being replaced by the active power variations due to the PFC. Note that the effect of the inertia does
not vanish completely after such 2 seconds. The amplitude of ∆p′B,3 (t) is appreciably larger than
that of ∆pB,3 (t) during the whole simulation. This indicates that the inertia is naturally contributing
during the oscillatory process.

A.3.2

NonSynchronous Devices

This section discusses the behavior of the RoCoP for nonsynchronous devices that do not include
noise or whose noise is small enough to be easily decoupled from the effect of the regulation. An
indepth and thorough discussion on the effect of noise in the measured signal on the accuracy of
the RoCoP can be found in [33].
In the following, we discuss two examples: 1) passive loads, and 2) ESSs and TCLs.
1) Passive Loads: Loads are equally important with generators for the transient analysis of power
systems. For transient stability studies, a passive load connected at the transmission or distribution
level is commonly modeled as a constant admittance (see D2.1). This means that during a transient,
the power consumption varies quadratically with the voltage magnitude at the load bus. However,
such power variations are not due to either intrinsic variations nor a regulation of the load. Instead,
they are due to the evolution of the overall system following the contingency. Thus, the RoCoP and
consequently the regulating power of passive constant admittances is negligible. This is illustrated
in Figure 26, that shows the RoCoP index and power variations of the load at bus 8.
2) ESSs and TCLs: In this example, we compare two families of devices, namely ESSs and
TCLs [75, 76]. These devices show substantially different response times with respect to the PFC of
SMs: the ESSs is faster (tenshundreds of milliseconds) and the TCLs is slower (several seconds).
Figure 27 shows the RoCoP, the regulating power estimation and the frequency of the COI when
an ESS or a TCL is connected to bus 8. The ESS models a battery storage system [75], and it is
connected to bus 8 in antenna through an auxiliary bus, namely bus 8∗ . The TCL represents 25%
of the total load of bus 8. PFC is included in all machines and the contingency considered is again
the outage of 20% of the load at bus 5. Both speed and size of the active power variations after
the disturbance affect the RoCoP. The difference between power nadirs is less than 50% and the
zenith difference of the RoCoP ṗ′B,8 (t) is about 70%. The ESS has a higher RoCoP than the TCL,
and this leads to a significant improvement of the transient response of the system.
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Figure 26 – Use Case FC_D.1 – RoCoP and estimated active power variations of the passive
load at bus 8
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Figure 27 – Use Case FC_D.1 – RoCoP, regulating power variations at bus 8, and frequency
of the COI with and without an ESS or a TCL regulating the local frequency
The accuracy of the regulating power estimation is validated next. If the control that regulates
the ESS active power output (pESS (t)) is designed to provide FFR then, in steadystate conditions,
pESS,o = 0, thus:
∆pB,8∗ (t) = pESS (t) − pESS,o = pESS (t) .
(A.3)
Figure 28 shows that the trajectories of ∆pB,8∗ (t) and ∆p′B,8∗ (t) (the latter calculated with (4.27))
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are fairly similar. The small offset (about 4%) that can be observed for t > 5 s is due to the fact
that (4.15) and, hence, (4.27), do not take into account transmission line losses, nor voltagedriven
power variations.

∆p [pu(MW)]

Figure 29 shows the RoCoP and the actual and estimated ESS regulating power with and without a
deadband applied to the frequency error signal used as input of the ESS frequency control loop [75].
The inclusion of a 30 mHz deadband (0.0005 pu) introduces a delay in the response of the ESS,
which results in a larger amount of power (and thus, of energy) stored by the device. The accuracy
of the estimated ESS active power output is not affected by the inclusion of the deadband.
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Figure 28 – Use Case FC_D.1 – Variations of regulating power injection and active power
output of the ESS regulating the frequency at bus 8∗
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Figure 29 – Use Case FC_D.1 – Regulating power injection at bus 8∗ and ESS active power
output with deadband regulating the local frequency
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Dynamic Inertia Estimation

This section presents simulation results on the dynamic inertia estimation approach presented in
Chapter 5. The results are based on Use Case FC_E.1 defined in deliverable D2.1 and the KPIs
therein.

A.4.1
A.4.1.1

Estimation based on RoCoP
Synchronous Machines

MB,h [MW s/MVA]

This example illustrates the expression (5.5) to estimate the equivalent inertia of a device/subsystem.
The estimated inertia of the three SMs of the system for the case with only PFC is shown in Fig
ure 30. The estimations are compared with their actual inertia constant, represented by the dashed
horizontal lines, and whose values are MG,1 = 47.28, MG,2 = 12.8 and MG,3 = 6.02 MW s/MVA.
LPFs with time constant of 1 s have been added to the PLLs utilized to estimate bus frequencies for
the three machines to clean the signals from numerical issues due to the sudden jumps of ṗ′B,h (t).
Results show that, in the first seconds after the contingency, the estimation of the machine inertias
is highly accurate. Then, the trajectories drift away from their respective actual values due to the
effect of the PFC of the generators.
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Figure 30 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated inertia of SMs. Dashed lines represent the actual
inertia constants

As discussed in the previous example, the inertial response of SMs is dominant during the first
instants after a contingency (generally ≤ 1 s). It is in this time window where the proposed tech
nique can be used to estimate the device inertia based exclusively on local power and frequency
measurements. This is shown in Figure 31 below, where the absolute and percentage errors of the
inertia estimation depicted in Figure 30 are represented.
The estimation errors for the three machines have similar absolute values. This leads to smaller
percentage errors for larger machines, which is to be expected as small machines are more affected
by the behavior of rest of the system, making more difficult the isolation of the individual impact of
such a machine/device. Nevertheless, in the first 600 ms after the estimation fall time (in between
200 and 400 ms depending on the machine), the percentage inertia estimation error is, from the
larger to smaller the machine, less than 3%, 8%, 11%, respectively.
Note also that inertia is a fixed parameter of the machine/device, thus being able to estimate its
value in the time frame of one second after a contingency will suffice, even though the accuracy of
such an estimation is gradually declining with time while the PFC takes part.
A.4.1.2

NonSynchronous Devices

Finally, the equivalent inertia of both the ESS and the TCL is estimated by means of equation (5.5).
Results are displayed in Figure 32.
LPFs are required to filter out the signals from the numerical issues due to the sudden jumps ob
served in the upper panel of Figure 27 when the loss of load occurs. An equivalent internal reactance
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Figure 31 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Absolute and percentage inertia estimation errors of SMs
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Figure 32 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated inertia of ESS and TCL connected to bus 8
of 1 pu(Ω) is considered in both cases. A time constant for the LPFs of 1 s has been used in the
estimation.
As expected, the ESS shows a considerably higher equivalent inertia than the TCL right after the
loss of the load. The response of the FFR of the ESS rapidly nullify the denominator of equa
tion (5.5), thus causing the singularity observed at t ≃ 2.8 s. The slower response of the TCL
delays the occurrence of such a singularity. Note that (5.5) is only valid in the time scale of the typi
cal machine inertial response (t ≲ 1 s), and cannot be used in other time scales (e.g. in steadystate
or for long term dynamics).
Note that the singularity of the estimated inertia seen in Figure 32 has no physical meaning. On the
other hand, the main information that can be extracted is that while SMs have a constant inertia,
nonsynchronous devices, although not providing physical inertia, can actually provide during a
transient and through their control an equivalent inertia, which, however, is not constant, reaching
its maximum in the first instants after a contingency. A noteworthy result of the proposed estimation
technique is that it allows quantifying such inertia and thus enables the comparison of different
devices and controllers.

A.4.2

Comparison with Improved Estimators

The Use Case FC_E.1 from D2.1 and the KPIs therein are utilized in this section to investigate the
performance and accuracy of the proposed online inertia and damping estimators.
This section considers and compares three online inertia estimators. The estimators are denoted
as E0 based on (5.5), E1 based on (5.8) (see Figure 11) and E2 based on (5.12)(5.13) (see Fig
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ure 13). Three different devices are considered with the following objectives:
1.

Verify the accuracy of the proposed estimators to evaluate the inertia constant of SMs;

2.

Test the accuracy of the estimators on tracking the constant and timevarying inertia of the
gridforming CIG via a Virtual Synchronous Generators (VSGs) with known inertia;

3.

Illustrate the capability of the estimators to evaluate the inertia support from the stochastic
renewable source, i.e. the WPP, without and with colocated ESS in gridfollowing control.

The disturbance considered is a sudden load change and in particular, a 20% increase of the load
connected to bus 5, occurring at t = 1 s. Moreover, the thresholds ϵo = ϵp = ϵω̈ = ϵ∆ω = 10−6 are
used in Section A.4.2.1 and A.4.2.2. The time step for all time domain simulations is 1 ms. This is
also assumed to be the sampling time of the measurements utilized in the proposed estimators.
A.4.2.1

Synchronous Machines

This subsection discusses the performances of the online estimators for evaluating the inertia
constant of the SM connected to bus 3 (denoted as G3). The actual mechanical starting time and
damping coefficient of G3 are MG = 6.02 s and DG = 1.0, respectively. The results discussed in
this section are obtained with TM = 0.01 s for E1, and TM = 0.001 s, TD = 0.001 s for E2.

A.4.2.1.1

No Primary Frequency Control

We first assume that G3 has no TG. This is, of course, not realistic, but allows us better illustrating
the transient behavior for the estimators. TGs are included in all subsequent simulations. Figure 33
shows the estimated mechanical starting time MG∗ of G3 through the three estimators. According
to Figure 33, both E1 and E2 can accurately estimate the inertia constant after roughly 80 ms.
This period can be decreased with smaller time constants TM , which, however, can lead to small
oscillations.
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Figure 33 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated inertia of G3 without TG as obtained with E0, E1
and E2
E0 shows a faster response comparing with E1 and E2, but the worst accuracy for introducing
spurious spikes. Section 5.4 briefly explains the cause of the spurious spikes, which can be further
clarified by Figure 34. As we can see in Figure 34, there is a small phase differences between
∗
the nominator −ṗ′∗
of (5.5). It means that they do not cross zero at the same
B and denominator ω̈
time, and thus when the denominator goes to zero, the numerator is small but no null, hence the
large estimation errors and, eventually, the spikes. Given the intrinsic numerical issues of E1, we
consider exclusively E1 and E2 in the remainder of the paper.
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Figure 34 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Dynamic variations of G3 as obtained with E0
A.4.2.1.2

Effect of Primary Frequency Control

MG∗ [MW s / MVA]

Figure 35 shows the estimated inertia of G3 with TG. As it can be seen, E1 and E2 obtain the inertia
constant with good accuracy. E2 shows a slightly smaller estimation error than E1.
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Figure 35 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated inertia of G3 with TG as obtained with E1 and E2
For the sake of example, Figure 36 shows the estimated damping coefficient of G3 with and without
TG through the estimator E2. As expected, E2 can accurately estimate the damping D of G3 only if
the PFC is not included. This result is consistent with the discussion in Section 5.5. Clearly, PFC is
always presented in conventional power plants. But this is not a drawback of the proposed estima
tion approach as, in practice, the damping of SMs is very small and its estimation is not necessary.
Much more relevant is the estimation of the FFR droop gain of nonsynchronous devices. This is
discussed in Section A.4.2.2.

A.4.2.1.3

Impact of Measurement Noise

This section investigates the robustness of the proposed estimators E1 and E2 against measure
ment noise. Noise is added to both RoCoP and RoCoF measurements fed into the estimators. The
noise is modeled as an OrnsteinUhlenbeck stochastic process [37]. The standard deviation of the
measurement noise are selected according to the expected maximum PMU error at the fundamen
tal frequency [40] and relevant tests for RoCoP measurement [77], namely 0.0001 for RoCoF signal
and 0.01 for RoCoP signal. Figure 37 shows the inertia estimated with E1 and E2. Both estimators
prove to be robust against measurement noise.
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Figure 36 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated damping of G3 with and without TG and without
measurement noise as obtained with E2
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Figure 37 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Inertia of G3 with TG and measurement noise as obtained
with E1 and E2
A.4.2.2

Virtual Synchronous Generators

The machine connected to bus 2 of the WSCC system is substituted by a VSG.
The powerelectronicsbased VSG control is regarded as one of the most effective methods to
improve the frequency stability of the lowinertia system in recent years [19]. Since the equivalent
inertia of VSGs is imposed by the control of the converter and is thus known a priori, the VSG
represents a good test to evaluate the accuracy of the inertia estimators proposed in this work.

A.4.2.2.1

VSG With Constant Inertia

We first consider the VSG described in [78]. The inertia and FFR droop gain are considered con
stant, i.e. MVSG = 20 s and RVSG = 20.
Figure 38 shows the trajectories of the equivalent inertia as obtained with E1 with TM = 0.001 s
and E2 with TM = 0.001 s and TD = 10−4 s. E2 obtains the accurate MVSG roughly 60 ms after
the contingency, while the estimated inertia of E1 oscillates around the actual value of the inertia.
The amplitude of such an oscillation decreases as ω̇ decreases. This is because, in the power
electronics device, the droop/damping and the inertia response “pollutes” the inertia estimation as
in E1. The additional loop included in E2 for the droop/damping estimation can avoid this issue.
Therefore, for the CIG with FFR, E2 performs better than E1. Since the remainder of this section
focuses on CIGs, only E2 is considered.
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Figure 38 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated inertia of VSG with constant inertia as obtained
with E1 and E2
A.4.2.2.2

VSG With Adaptive Inertia

MVSG [MW s / MVA]

We consider an adaptive VSG, which can tune its inertia with respect to the grid state. The detailed
model of the adaptive VSG can be found in [57]. The adaptive VSG has the same droop gain as
the VSG with constant inertia discussed above.
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Figure 39 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated inertia of VSG with adaptive inertia as obtained
with E2
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Figure 40 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated droop gain of different VSGs through estimator E2
In order to track the timevarying inertia of the adaptive VSG, we need to decrease the time constant
of the estimator. A smaller time constant, however, may lead to spurious oscillations in the estimated
result and thus an extra filter is needed. Figure 39 shows the trajectories of the actual inertia M of
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the adaptive VSG, the estimated inertia M ∗ obtained by E2 with TM = 5 · 10−5 s, TD = 10−4 s and
the filtered estimated inertia M̃ ∗ . The filter utilized to obtain M̃ ∗ in Figure 39 is a basic average filter
[79] with time constant T = 0.25 s. Figure 39 shows that the estimator E2 can accurately track the
timevarying inertia with proper parameters and filter.
Figure 40 shows the estimated droop gain of the VSGs with constant and adaptive inertia through
E2 with TD = 10−4 s. E2 can accurately estimate the droop gain for these two kinds of VSG. This
result is consistent with the discussion in Section 5.5. The oscillations shown in the estimated inertia
for adaptive VSG have no impact on the droop gain estimation.
A.4.2.3

Wind Power Plants

This subsection focuses on WPPs modeled as DFIGs. The detailed model of the DFIG can be
found in [24]. The wind speed is modeled as an OrnsteinUhlenbeck stochastic process that fitted
with realworld wind speed measurement data [80]. The trajectories of the wind speed obtained
from 500 Monte Carlo simulations. In all the figures shown in this section, µ and σ represent the
mean and standard deviation of the simulated time series.
All the trajectories of the estimated inertia presented in this subsection are obtained through the
estimator E2 with TM = 0.001 s and TD = 0.001 s. In order to depress the impact of the stochastic
wind, we set ϵω̈ = 2 · 10−4 and ϵ∆ω = 0.1.
The machine connected to bus 2 of the WSCC system is substituted by a WPP.

A.4.2.3.1

WPP Without ESS

pWPP [pu(MW)]

We first consider the case of the DFIG without ESS. Figure 41 shows the trajectories of the output
active power of the WPP following the sudden load increase. The WPP has limited response to the
contingency. The active power of the WPP varies following the dynamics of the wind speed, while
the mean remains the same before and after the occurrence of the contingency. Accordingly, the
∗
estimated inertia of the WPP are within the small range MWPP
∈ [−0.28, 0.1] and the mean is almost
zero, according to Figure 42. Figure 42 also shows that the inertia estimation is not biased by the
stochastic wind dynamics resulted before the contingency. The values of ϵω̈ and ϵ∆ω , therefore, are
adequate.
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Figure 41 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Output active power of the WPP without ESS
As expected, the results shown in Figures 41 and 42 lead to conclude that the WPP without fre
quency control nor ESS does not provide any significant inertia support to the system.
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Figure 42 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated inertia of the WPP without ESS
A.4.2.3.2

WPP with ESS

We consider the DFIG coupled with an ESS. The ESS is modeled as a GridFollowing Converter
(GFC) with RoCoF control. The detailed model of the GFC can be found in [81]. Due to the short
term analysis, the storage limits of the ESS are not considered. The gain of the RoCoF control in
the ESS is 40.
Figure 43 shows the trajectories of the output active power of the DFIG with the ESS obtained from
500 Monte Carlo simulations. The active power of the WPP with ESS increases after the occurrence
of the contingency, while its magnitude vary slightly depending on the stochastic wind speed.
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Figure 43 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Output active power of the WPP with ESS
Figure 44 shows the estimated inertia of the WPP with ESS through the online inertia estimator
E2 in 500 tests. Consistently with the uncertain active power injection shown in Figure 43, the
∗
equivalent inertia provided by the WPP varies within the range MWPP
∈ [33.1, 45.8] according to
Figure 44. The average value of the WPP inertia is 40 s, which is consistent with the RoCoF control
gain. These results indicate that the WPP can provide an inertial response through the RoCoF
control of its ESS.

A.4.2.3.3

SM in System With High Wind Penetration

We consider again the system discussed in Section A.4.2.3.2 but, in this case, we focus on the es
timation of the inertia of the synchronous generator G3 via estimator E2. Since the system includes
a stochastic energy source, the thresholds are ϵω̈ = 2 · 10−4 and ϵ∆ω = 0.1, and the time constants
are TM = TD = 0.001 s.
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Figure 44 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated inertia of the WPP with ESS
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Figure 45 shows the estimated inertia of G3 in the revised WSCC system with high wind penetration
and FFR energy storage through the online inertia estimator E2 obtained with 500 simulations.
E2 shows a satisfactory accuracy, even though small fluctuations are introduced compared to the
results discussed in Section A.4.2.1. In the vast majority of Monte Carlo realizations, the thresholds
avoid to trigger the inertia estimation before the occurrence of the contingency. In general, thus, and
as shown in Figure 45, the accuracy of inertia estimation following the contingency is not affected by
noise. These results also demonstrate that E2 is able to obtain an accurate estimation of the inertia
of a specific device even if the system include other devices with faster dynamics and controllers.
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Figure 45 – Use Case FC_E.1 – Estimated inertia of G3 with inclusion of WPP and ESS
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